DRY-MAX
DRY-MAX has created a new
compound for dry extraction carpet
cleaning. Our product has faster soil
absorption than other compounds
and the product is safe for carpet
and user. We know and believe it
will become your primary cleaning
product. There are many products
on the market, some are good,
some are not—but none are better
then DRY-MAX. Try DRY-MAX and
you will understand the benefits. As
professional cleaners for over 15
years, we understand the need to
keep the price as low as possible to
compete in the market.

DRY-MAX
ULTIMATE
CONTACT US
Toll Free #

(888) 662-9700
(513) 528-4399

Price
DRY-MAX offers a better product at
a lower price. In fact 30% lower.
In each case of DRY-MAX, you
receive 4 boxes of compound. Each
box contains 14 pounds of DRYMAX totaling 56 pounds of DRYMAX per Case. Our competition’s
case contains four 12-pound boxes
totaling only 48 pounds. You receive
8 pounds per case more compound
with DRY-MAX. By purchasing 5
cases this would amount to almost 1
free case of dry Compound.

EMAIL

email@drymax.com
WEB

www.drymax.com

DRY-MAX
7995 Lancelot Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45244

Dry Carpet
Cleaning Compound

DRY-MAX Compound is safe for all carpets. DRY-MAX is safe for all synthetics as well as
natural carpet fibers.

Dry Carpet Cleaning Compound

About Dry Carpet Cleaning
Many systems are available on the
market today. Most systems are not
truly dry when done. DRY-MAX is.
We have designed DRY-MAX with a
unique blend of cleaning agents that
allow you to clean in a more wide
range of soil conditions. Maintenance
is always the key to long carpet life.
However, as a professional cleaner
you need to
handle all soil
conditions. We developed DRY-MAX
with the environment in mind. By
making it completely biodegradable it
has no harsh solvents.

What is DRY-MAX

Why DRY-MAX?

DRY-MAX compound is a highly
absorbent
organic
compound,
consisting of the finest cellulose fibers
(absorbent base material) available.
To this, we have added a revolutionary
cleaning agent that allows the
compound to breakdown and absorb
the soil from the carpet fibers. This
leaves no measurable detergent
residue.
DRY-MAX
has
been
formulated from the highest quality
ingredients.

For a long time, other higher priced
manufacturers
have
had
little
competition in the market. DRY-MAX
has developed a new compound that
surpass all others in price as well as
quality. DRY-MAX comes in a user
friendly product size. When dry
carpet cleaning is used on a regular
basis, carpets stay clean longer
since there is no water and soap left
to attract new soil. DRY-MAX offers
an unrivalled method of deep
cleaning all types of carpet from
Wool to Sisal safely.

How to use DRY-MAX?

DRY-MAX cost!

The amount you use is dependent
upon the soil condition of the carpet.
Simply apply DRY-MAX to the carpet,
work it through with a duel brush
machine. There is no need for a prespray in most conditions. Work the
brushes in all directions. The
compound will turn lighter in color
when completely dry. Depending on
the amount used, this will take 20 to
40 minutes.

DRY-MAX is manufactured in
Cincinnati Ohio. All shipping is from
this location. Please call for exact
price quotes.
Why are DRY-MAX prices so much
better? We eliminate the need for
distributors by allowing you to order
directly from the manufacturer.
No need for us to have costly
distributors in each state. Call now
for price quotes.
Toll Free (888) 662-9700

